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“The rapid growth of the esports industry is set to continue
as gaming devices get more powerful and major celebrities

get more involved. Companies have also been working with
esports stars for promotional campaigns to help align the

image of esports more closely with that of traditional
sports. Changing perceptions in this way will be crucial to

increasing mainstream appeal.”
- Zach Emmanuel, Consumer Technology Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Gaming kit designed by esports stars could appeal to fans
• More interactions with esports stars could entice viewers to spend on paid streaming

services

The esports market is going from strength to strength and there is much promise for the future of the
industry. This is because esports covers many different devices from consoles to mobile to VR (virtual
reality), all of which have room to grow with continued hardware improvements.
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Over four in ten play video games on a weekly basis
Figure 14: Frequency of playing video games, April 2019
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Over a third of gamers watch game streams

Less than three in ten gamers stream their own gameplay online
Figure 19: Watching streams of video games, April 2019

Half of Millennials watch gameplay online…
Figure 20: Watching streams of video games, by generation, April 2019

…and over four in ten Younger Millennials stream their gameplay
Figure 21: Streaming gameplay online, by generation, April 2019

Three in ten gamers watch esports competitions
Figure 22: Watching competitive gaming competitions, April 2019

Over four in ten Millennials watch esports
Figure 23: Watching competitive gaming by generation, April 2019

Over six in ten esports viewers have been to a gameplay event

Vast majority of esports viewers prefer it to traditional sport

Almost two thirds of esports viewers talk to the streamer
Figure 24: Attendance to esports events, preferences and behaviours during gaming streams, April 2019

YouTube well ahead for watching gameplay
Figure 25: Platforms for watching live or on demand gameplay, April 2019
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Watching Esports and Attending Events

Platforms for Watching Gameplay and Type of Viewing
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